Research Policy Committee Minutes
Tuesday, December 18, 2018
2:30-4pm
Topic: UM Research on All Three Campuses
Fleming 4006
Chaired by Francine Dolins
Members present: Jake Carlson, Irene St. Charles, Yi-Su Chen, William Close, Mimi Dalaly,
Francine Dolins, Nick Harris, Tim Guetterman, Jinghyun (Jessie) Lee
Absent: Marisa Conte, Albert Liang, Niccolo Biltramo, Austin Glass, Nocona Sanders Kate
Eaton
I.
II.

Printed copies of the minutes from the November 2018 meeting missing; will
review and approve in the January meeting.
Guest Speakers:

A. Professor Jack Hu
Topic: Michigan Research Annual Report FY2018
1). Approximately $1.55 billion research expenditure
No state support for research compared to other state universities.
UMich is the top public university in terms of research expenditure (UC San Francisco and Penn
State close behind); the top private university in terms of research expenditure is Johns Hopkins
(because of DOD and Navy research – over $200 billion).
Medicine is the top in research expenditure, with engineering and public health following.
Tech transfer had a good year; 21 faculty start-ups is a record number. Patent revenue
reimbursement and licensed patents are major supports for patents and revenue. It was about
70% and is now only 40%, causing some issues for funding the patent program.
2). The culture of research compliance is better; no major issues this past year.
Of the research misconduct reported, it was mainly plagiarism and data fabrication. We are
behind in the research misconduct investigation.
We have been holding responsible research and conduct training as required for federal grants:
however, there is no tracking mechanism for making sure that this training has been completed
by all faculty, grad students and post-docs. There is still work to do in this area.

3). Research support interface: Daryl Weinert has left UMich and will be missed greatly. There
is a search to fill his position. The excellent work that he began continues.
4). IT: Dr. Andrew Rosenberg is now Chief Information Officer of Michigan Medicine and Vice
President of Information Technology. Dr. Ravi Pendse is now Vice President of Information
Technology and Chief Information Officer.
5). UMOR has three main objectives: 1 - Catalyze opportunities, 2 - support independent
research and scholarship, and 3 - safeguard University research.
We continue to build a good culture of research at UMich. However, there has been a reduction
in federal funding under Trump administration and a reduction in overhead costs allowed. The
question is, can and will the government continue to invest in research in the way that it has
done?

[From UM Research FY2018 Annual Report]

B. Q&A with Dr. Hu:
1 - Payment for researchers on grants?
2 – Compared to private universities, e.g., Johns Hopkins how is UMich doing? As a point of
comparison, Georgia Tech spends about $300 million on research salaries; research staff and
faculty have minimum of cross over.
3 – Are there other initiatives to leverage research resources and/or funding opportunities across
campuses other than MCubed? The VP of Research has some ability to help seed fund very
promising projects as does UMOR.
4 – How do we sustain careers for 30+ years with the changes in funding available and the
business model for promotion and tenure? Faculty research has difficulties when funding is
difficult and teaching can also be impacted. For the few faculty members who have that furlough
year, split over 3-4 years, with 25% reduction effort, to 50% reduction effort… and so on until

gradual transition for faculty towards retirement. The new office of Enterprise Risk Management
partially helps with these issues.
Also, some faculty could put money away in discretionary accounts for a rainy day but this is not
the best mechanism for individual faculty to count on.
There is also the re-use of data and reproducibility. For this to succeed, the libraries are central to
these processes. To support researchers, the libraries have a mandate to follow and obtain
resources to help them.
C. Professor Ilir Miteza
1). UM-Dearborn has about 9000 students, of which approximately 2000 are graduate students.
The volume of research enterprise is about $8million per year.
The Campus is very decentralized, which is both good and bad. The goal is to reap a greater
amount of creativity from the high-quality faculty at UM-D. So far, the Campus has been
productive with research for its size. But this is not enough; the new chancellor, Dr. Grasso, has
a strong focus on building research within UM-D. This entails a focus on building support
systems, infrastructure for high performance pedagogy as well as research.
ORSP at UM-D only 3 staff with now a new director. Research admin and research
development.
Strategic research plan for UM-D – was too introverted as a plan and based on support. But it
wasn’t enough. Coincided with new Chancellor Grasso, puts research as a priority. Elevating
quality and consequential and impact of research. UM-D in past closely tied to industry. We are
now thinking about how to build a research environment and culture that supports more than
would be expected.
3 main drivers that could have impact on creating research environment:
1 – P&T
2 – faculty time (because of high teaching loads); most faculty teach 3:3 per year.
None of these areas can improve in the redesign. e.g., different faculty tracks – some for
teaching, some for research, especially if made flexible, faculty can shift onto different tracks as
needed.
3 – faculty scholarly positioning – help faculty plan long-term for scholarly networks and in
publishing
4 – merit pay, research incentives
2). Additional ways to encourage research:
New organizational structures for research by division or by interdisciplinary areas.
Improved support for faculty to help them do better at what they do.
New director of research will create research opportunities and development. Which team of
faculty can be put together to support an interdisciplinary proposal?
Campus grants are more seed programs, more competitive.

Currently – creating a post-award support program on campus.
Pre-award support important. Labs and equipment in budget model within colleges.
Implementing research goals or targets at every level (e.g., depts don’t have these): about
publications and other creative work.
Student to faculty ratio – do faculty have time to work with students on research? Class size is a
main issue.

D. Professor Ken Sylvester
1). UM-F ORSP Research Document.

2). UROP at Flint has about about 120 students involved – about $500 stipend to students
Program for Flint students at UM-AA bec of water crisis.
Base budget for research is flat but foundation funding has increased and helps with capacity
building.
Diverted $70,000 to MCubed this year. Total for MCubed was $495K (See information about
the budget from the UM-F ORSP Research Document.)
Fund international travel for conferences mainly arts and sciences.
2). Trauma in community (re. the water crisis) has increased funding for research. For example,
early childhood issues regarding effects of lead.
3). Flint is a commuter school; there is not as much public engagement as could be.
There is now an early childhood initiative which Mott and GM have invested in; Buffet have
invested in a new building to support this.

4). 100 gig pipeline is coming to UM-Flint and UM-D.
5). Physical science is not as strong at UM-Flint; MSU-Flint is much stronger. More work to be
done in supporting and encouraging this area.
E. Q&A with Drs. Hu, Miteza and Sylvester:
1). Prof Miteza: we use/leverage the ORSP office for support.
2). Prof Hu: The IRB vice chair from UM-D will now be part of UM-D IRB as it was folded into
UM-AA IRB.
3). Prof Miteza: Chancellor Grasso aspires to excellence in research at UM-D, that over time will
elevate the norm. However, not all faculty will be able to do excellent research. Two or three
lines will help facilitate this process – a research faculty line, a teaching line, and some
combination of the two.
4). Q: Francois Beaufay: Regarding Post-docs: they would like to get teaching opportunities and
training other students. Postdoc presence on campus would help in other ways too, as role
models for students, etc.
III.
Announcements: none.
The meeting was adjourned at 4pm.

